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1.  Introdui Hon 

Having to choose a machine tool ,   it is neeesaary to cunnidcr 

l'I rat of all the characteristics of the raw material tu be Worked,   in 

lièi« eaae the wood.   Hnwwcr the wood o, riot a homogeneous material 

with constant chi*ract.e>if-tics    there ait« runny pu ramelors which 

interfere to modify tin- hardness,  the it >:i,vt< nee to UH»1 progress 

and rubbing,   et.r . Anioni; these pa ram e'er* the most evident are the 

volumetric mass,   moisture percentage,   di rectum oi 'cutting : for 

logs also tie- diameter. 

At the factories which work woods corn mg from countries 

at temperate climate, when the machima   ire installed for a production 

line, thoae element H aie perfectly known and remain unchanged during 

the entire life of the machine, thus calculations can be made and the 

machines proportioned to the work to he done.  Supposing for instance 

that some logs of red spruce have to he cut for current joinery 

workw : in this case the wood to In« worked has a volumetric imititi 

at tin? fresh cut .-Lit*- varying between TOO and "00 kf,'/Vu. ni; sviih 

moisture surely below (>U"'>, and diameters included between 2f> and 

.*>(» cm.  We have therefore some well established working condition«, 

and the experience acquired for centuries allows ut to exactly evalua- 

te the influence that such conditions have on the basic element« 

of the iiead saw    : typo of tooth,  speed of direction,  speed of cutting, 

power required.   These elements as a whole will then    allow making 
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a rational choice. I 

However , in a country with needs requiring to work différant wood« 

the situation changes wry much, and ¡.he range oí variation* increases 

much more in the tropical countries because of the wide variety 

of woods and the large dimensiona oí the logs. 

Since the technicians will have to choose   for moat of the 

countries represented at the UNIDO, the machinen suitable for 

working varied tropical woods, it seem« necessary to us to draw 

the attention on the characteristic» of tropical wood«, taken as a 

whole, which can influence their cutting in planks and beams, the 

planing, shearing, working with different tool«, glueing, painting 

and finishing in general; moreover, the artificial drying operations 

will have to be separately examined. 

2) Peculiar Characteristics of Tropical Woods 

A question which is possible to examine from a general 

point of view is the following : which are the differences between 

the tropical woods and those of the temperate regions? There is 

not a clear demarcation line at all because "Natura non facit 

saltufc" (the nature does not make jumps), but it is a question of 

higher frequency of certain characteristics. 

2.1) Dimensions of Trees 

It is possible to affirm that when the trees are placed J 

on a suitable gound from the ecological point of view, either for tro- A 

pical or  for temperate forests, they grow in the former ones 
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reaeiting m iK'h Jarret  di men »u o nut than in the latter ones, 

everybody knows tin marvels of Natur«? represented by th«.' 

Sequoia«; and tin   Ijougla* Kirs of North America or by the 

eucalypti of Australia, wdich are both  I«>mperate Region«, 

However, when we have to take  into account the whole of the 

tree» exploited iti specific count rie«, and not the single» type 

of tree, we must reach the conclusion that the average tree 

cut in the Tropical region is surely larger than the ano cut in 

the Temperate region. AB a mi'tier of fact, in the formats of 

Europe and North America which are rationally kept under 

control, a tree is considered rip«- when it« diameter i» between 

40 and CO cm at breast height: under vaay loading and transport 

conditions, also the trees which r^ach a diameter betwt«m 12 

and 15cm can find their market. In the tropical forest», in 

view of the choice thai IF. made in connection with high quality 

types and of the great difficulties connected with all exploiting 

operations, the only trees which arc cut. are the one« from which 

it is possible to tfet a volume callable of covering, with remar- 

kable advantage, all the expensen for cutting, transport, yard 

organization , etc . After all, the trees ¿n be considered in this 

case are oil in the large diameter category : minimum 50 to 00 

cm . nuix.   1 . !i() up tu 1Ï meiern. 

While for the past th«; tr^cs have been cut in block« of reduced 

length, the present trend is to carry the longest possible logs ; 

the availability of crams on tractors, torn lifts, truck* for 

transport» of logs and, in short, of powerful units, eliminates 

any limit for weights and dttm<iiHions of the pieces to be moved. 

I 



2.2) Internal Stress 

Kew forest cru and administrators of wood* aro a war o 

of this Htibjtet chicli, however, is extremely iinport.mt boeuuse 

it is continually necessary tu face the pi rplexing consequences 

due to the forres «hielt ¡it-e intrinsic o! tin- standing tree and 

which break out at tin. fulling or cutting moment. The phenoroe- 

M which aro visibly causili by these forces appear more fre- 

quently and evidently in the series of woods of the' tropical coun- 

tries than in those of the temperate countries; while for the lat- 

ter ones whe have only to mention the beech, oak, enealyptus and 

nome fuiit growing poplars,  for the tropical countries we have an 

impressive series of types affected : in Africa there are the 

Akatio, Agua, Azobc,  Kmion, Hornija,  Limitali,   Makore. African 

Mahogany, Ossoko, Sipo, ele..,, in Asia there tue the I lit lau, 

Uinta rigor,  Durian, Oeronggatin, Inaia, Kapong, Kapur. Keruing, 

Lauan,  Mnyapis,  Mangkulang,  \lerauti (or Seraya) ,  Mera wan, 

lloscwooda,  Sao, Terap.  etc.,. 

The internal stresses, the theory «if which ìH too complicated 

and long to be explained here, show themselves - in the standing 

tree - through a stress at the stock periphery and a compression 

in the internal part,  e ione to the pith,  W hen the tree is felled 

and cut all these force« loosen and consequently the periphery 

tendu to «hortet», the internal part to lengthen and the final result 

it the opening of several eraeks,   in the shape of crow's feet, 

starting from the pith. It often tappen« that these cracks reach 

the periphery and really open the log into t or r> independent 

Hectors, out of which it is not any more possible to take any 

profit.  However, even if there are not such large eracks, at the 

è 
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•awing time the planks are affected by the stresses on their 

edges and open or undergo a strong deformation. The internal 

•tresses are often accompanied in the tropical qualities by 

the so called "brittle heart", which is a contrai wooden area 

devoid of any fibrousnesa and with lower mechanical resi- 

stance; along the entire brittle heart area it is also possible 

to see a succession of cross cracks in the wood on the internal 

side of the stock, which can just be perceived by an unskilled 

eye; it is evident that this wood cannot be employed for any 

building or joinery use. 

2. 3) E xtracts and Inclusions 

The components of the cell walls, namely cellulose« 

lignin and hemicellulose, are identical for all woods and differ 

only by the percentages in which they are contained in them. 

However, these are not the only components of the wood, 

because in the ligneous tissues it ië possible to find two other 

categories of substances deposited in the cell juice. The first 

one belongs to the soluble substances, called 'extracts', and the 

other belongs to the insoluble materials. 

The extracts can vary from one quality tc another and , con- 

sequently, determine in the woods where they are found some 

specific and peculiar characteristics. 

Several tropical species and especially the dark-colored ones 

have a remarkable content of extracts : these substances (for 

instance the tannins) can increase the wood resistance to the 

biological etching and thus be undeniably useful, other substances 

I 
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can, on the contrary, etch the fool steel and the plate of the 

dry kilns,  stain the damp wood, or cau.su troubles to the 

workei'H exposed fi> the dust which is released durili ; machining 

and finishing. 

A rubber resin or tacky content cui maki' sawing and milling 

difficult because of the scalea deposited on the steel; this is 

not a specific peculiarity of tropical woods, however it can 

cause real troublée» when working certain qualities of woods. 

However.,  the most prejudicial eases are due to the presence 

in the wooden tissue of insoluble minwal substances having 

high hardness characteristics.  'Míese substapres   (usually 

phosphates, carbonates or .silicates) ran produce some aggio 

morate somcUrm-s rather largo wliich appear tike irregular 

stones,  even large as a fist, disseminated in the wood (it   is 

the case of Iroko types or oT sonte Me rant i tupes), or else 

are in the shape of stuff lilting the  internal crachs and fractures 

of the stock (it is th« case of the type Douwsk1), 

These are real concertions which inevitably cause breaks in 

the saw blades or in the cutters oí the tools. Instead of aggre 

gating to form some masses having a certain volume, the in- 

soluble substances can sometimes be scattered in crystals   . 

or granules of smaller diameter (1/nO to i/20 of mm) inside 

the cell cavity, tin wooden, tissues look perfectly normal, but 

during sawing an increased résistance ib noticed and also a teeth 

wear which is greater and faster compared to the normal «rood. 

Even though the crystals are not always made by silica only, 

these woods are called "siliceous". 



Thi' foi-cwt adniicst ratoiv and saw. IK an- im:< li   ilrae! of these 

woody IMCUUKI' Uicii- sawing ¡md working .UT r|jtTie.ul.1 -oíd »-xpi'n- 

Kivi».    l'ho tropical 'vood* affected |)V ;|lls r »• « »i.j|> I » -    an   many, 

.some of t!M m are • Uv  ,>ka(u<,   Mal-air»',   A/ohe,     loviin-ui, 

Muktliunj.pi,   Ait'lr,   -Mam-a»;-»,   soon    I .anni an ! Me i ani >,   (he 

Ci eron^a nç .  Kaput-, Kcniing, Mcnr.kiiJaiu».  Vim-s.-iwa, et«: 

It i« n^atn necessary to underline tint tin- presen»e ol certain 

sutmtaiiCi'H of tox.e tinUir«. m certain oxfruet.s CM; IMUSI- .sum* 

troubles to the worker«' health; Lhiw is for instance the caw 

of II»«' typo li.-té. Ob\ims.lv, this haw nodnn>; to do with tin- power 

or typo of* machine to choowe, hut. it. requires a very accurate 

study of the miction   imi removal system« tor .^awitif»« and dimt. 

¿.4} Deviation if   liher.s and  11.s sues 

The tropical woodw, mor*» fi etpontlv than those of the 

temporale   regions,  have the filici- direction which is not oriented 

paruileJ to »In- stock axis. 

The result in a marked counterlip which mukcN sawing, planing 

and rubbing difficult, hul un at the Hume time, if the fiber« are 

divided into narrow and pa cai to I bands or I'olJow c retain arran- 

Rotm-iit», increase the valu»   ol the woods lbr decoration.   Thin 

IM the ciiKr of the types Napelli, Sipo,   e! tfie American   i\l.dinfinies, 

of the lpe Tabaco.  A trot mosia ,  red Luans,  etc. 

After the alwve conerai considerai.ion« we are now »,'OIIîJL» to make 

a abort examination of the working stages. 
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H)   N'oti'K on the worki-i^ stag* H of .1 ivnmaf munti production 

line?. 

'1. J) Maintenance o I' logs kept .it stock 

The ijlting rind (r-i-müporl apparatus must be of liigh 

pow»»r und ha vi* a large flexibility of employmi M. 

If Ihr stocking of the logs t-annoi ht- made in a watershed it 

will be necessary to provide I'm- «oinr rotary watering pumpo 

in ordir to keep tin   wood dump, thus avoiding the drying 

crack« and reducing the damages caused by wood-eating insects 

and mushrooms. 

The atorehouse must in« provided with a act of appropriate 

cutting saws; On otte» actually used are practically always 

the chain saws of great length, which can be eaaily moved with 

hand H or are mount »id on very low carta; it will alno be necessary 

to have soin«- metal briiwhew and monitor» to clean properly 

the stubs before Hawing them. 

In the region« where it is possible to fear the presence of metal 

chips in the wood» (areas where worm* fighting or guerilla is 

taking place), it is recommended to keep an electromagnetic 

detector of the type used to find out the minee hidden in the 

ground. 

3.2)   Sawing 

Before choosing the saw or the head HUWS, it is 

necettfiary to exactly forecast the work to be performed, i .e. to 

know which are the qualities available, their maximum dimensions 

'   - 



(Lere  I ht: tV. Ct'ayi    diri mêle V lias a  IIUIIOI    ¿n i portane» ) all(l LllioVC 

ail whether the typcH an.- on«: or more, with difJerent chámete 

ristics; filli» llv.  which arc the assortment« to b<.> rut (plunk«, 

beam* wiT.lt «hai¡> comers,  ties.-' t'ur railway,  etc.) 

During another talk a sawing expert wili diseuHa the choice of 

Haws :iiid the .jiu^;; uxi    still euntrnvi .• sL• 11.  ni Hie cutting speed 

and type« uf teeth. We will only redil I hern' that,   when the 

quality or qualities to he cut «how frequent internal stressen, 

it is neceasarv to curelully study the moat advantageous solution 

out of the following three : 

a) perform the milling on the offcut leaving t)ie plunks free to 

open in the middle; 

b) make use of a frame HUW with two blades in order to éliminât« 

four branches wild two passings, then the prism obtained Khali 

be submitted to the reciprocating gang mill; 

c) Use ihe belt na* on the offcut by installing before the belt two 

small disk aawa w,*th the purpose of eliminating the outline 

of the plank side parts where the maximum shrinkage is exer- 

ted. 

The circular saws at rigid, ungi e with the sawing plane of the 

belt  can be employed also to eliminate the brittle heart, as 

required. 

The presence,  in a vvood to be worked, cd lar/re <|ea¡itilies of retan 

can suggest the installation on the saw lattice oJ' a sprayer in order 

to »pray on the blade a fluid capable of dissolving the- depo vit 8; 

finally, the use must never be forgotten of a device fccratch- 

brush' or else) in order to fully remove the sawdust asheriftg 

to the cutting section. 



For the cross cut of woods or for outlining the planks it will be 

necessary to UFI.'  circular saws wit!, feoth ptudied in a suitable 

way both for shape and make:; pr--Honi Itomi is more and more 

oriented towards removable teeth mark' of wolfram carbide plates, 

especially  when hard and abrasive woods with m ir«; ral particle» 

have to be worked. 

At the workshops where woods containing toxic extracts have to 

be worked or which are simply causing hindrances to the workers, 

the installation of sue tum units must be properly studied as ha« 

already been «aid (and it will ho a good precaution to have the 

workers wear a gae mask or cloves). 

It appear« also very important the posai bio recovery of several 

rejects, which thing require*, first of all a careful .study of the 

transports inside the v/orkahop ant! in a second time of the tran- 

sformation of these rejects into chips and of their storing. 

3.3) Planing and Shearing 

The dimenìi i onts of the stub* are the factors which 

determine the dimensions and power rrquired for operating the 

lifting units for the veneer planing machines and for cutting 

machines. On the other hand, the cuUnv; and the dry kilns, just as 

the glueing machines, presses and poJif,hi!u>- machin«» must luit 

the dimensions of the finialn.'d products desired. 

Since there is the possibility of having to face some "brittle hearts", j 

the planing machines muat be built in such way as to be able to use | 

jaws with different diameters. 

At the «ame time, the drying tanks shall be capable of giving work 

performances suitable for any quality o!' wood, both from the point 
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of view of steam temperature and of tin- length of treatment : 

it is very difficult, to state general ruh» for types of wood« which 

are known insufficiently, KO it is much better to coller:t some 

reni data taken by t'epeated practical experience. 

3.4) Machining (milling, tenoning, drilling and broaching) 

The easy performance of all these operation« is strictly 

connected with the wood density, the more or less satisfactory 

straightnesa of the edge, the resii) content and the presence of 

silicon granules. The concept of the required machine» is not 

influenced by these éléments, which are on the contrary essential 

for establishing the angle» of attack und of sharpening, in addition 

to the characteristics of the blade steel. 

In a large plywood factory the recovery and use of rejects 

(whicl are in the form oí chipa from round cutting, or billets 

from the heart) is an operation with great technical and economical 

importance which shall not be neglected or undervalued; it is 

therefore convenient to devote to it a special attention starting 

from the layout of the first project. 

3.5) Glueing, painting and finishing in general 

Here it IH necessary to repeat some analogous cotiside 

rations, that is to say that the required equipment i« equally used 

both for tropical woods and for other types, with the only difference 
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that for oily or fut woods, «uch :IH ilio Iroka, il will In- necessary 

to udii to the production line a preliminary phncu: destined fur 

eliminating from tht« Mirfaces   all the substances which make the 

adhesion of glues and paint« difficult. 

3.fi) Dry Kilns 

We do not wish to discus» hen? the choice of the dry 

kiln« from the point of view oí the trystcm lo be adopted, we will 

only recall that, under tin. action of a tea m und heat, it is possible 

that «orne tropical woods, very rie h in extracta,  release some 

substance« which ore very corrosive for plate», pipes and for the 

equipment as a whole    This íH an element which shall be carefully 

foreseen, because it might suggest not to resort to the traditional 

hot air system. 
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